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Stock Photography Styled for
Women Entrepreneurs

Creativity is contagious.
Pass it on

Are you looking for stock photography styled specifically for
women? We’ve got you covered!
 
We’ve provided a curated list of 14 professional stock
photography sites you can use for web, blogs and social media.
 
Whether your brand personality is playful, bold, quirky,
reflective or all about soft feminine colours - the stock
photography sites listed below will provide exactly what
you’re looking for.

~Albert Einstein
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Social Squares by the SC Stockshop
Unlimited downloads with
subscription
20 free beautiful graphics on
subscription and a selection of free
images every month

Haute Square (previously Haute
Chocolate)
A styled stock photography
membership site offering lifestyle
collections, pre-Made Social
Media graphics and graphic
packs. They have a library of
helpful tutorials 😊
Subscribe to their mailing list and
receive a sample pack of FREE
stock photos + new free stock
photos monthly.
Quarterly or annual membership
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Styled Stock
Sign up for newsletter and get free
feminine styled photography in
your mailbox.
High-resolution jpeg images
downloadable, print quality:
5000x3338 px

Styled Stock Society
Subscribing to their newsletter
gets you a selection of free
photos.
Beautifully styled feminine
stock photos in a variety of
colours. 2000+ images

Following is a curated list of high-resolution, 
professionally styled stock photography. 
Sites not listed in any particular order. 
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Creative Market
A marketplace for all things
creative from stock images to
fonts, brushes, templates, etc.
Prices for bundles and images
vary. I found a coffee shop image
for $2
Gift on sign up.
Free weekly products

Kate Max Stock
A huge selection of beautiful
stock photos to choose from –
everything from office,
wedding, holidays, food,
backgrounds, etc.
Images can also be styled as
frames
Monthly subscription gets you
30 photos

Design Love Shop
Grab some animated Instagram
posts for Stories or a Mood Board
or two – it’s all here

Dear Miss Modern
Perfect for bloggers, designers
and shop owners
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Rosemary Watson
If you’re a fan of vibrant summer
vibes images – or have a penchant
for pineapples, then this is the
market for you.
How about a collection curated by
Rosemary called: Lioness Calling

White Hart Designs
Features stunning wedding and
floral bundles.
Images can easily be used as a
hero image for your website, ad
banner or social media.
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TwigyPosts
A wide selection of social media
bundles, themed and neutral
photos, and seasonal and holiday
bundles.

Her Creative Studio
Features beautiful soft sports
images and season collections. 
Free monthly images for
subscribing to newsletter

Type & Style
A wide variety of fun, colourful
and styled bundles. Negative
space is left in the images so you
can overlay with personalised
message.

Ivory Mix Free Stock Photo
Library
Sign up for newsletter and get
instant access to over 550+
Images and free stock photos
monthly.
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Free Tools:

Tiny png & Tiny jpg
Compress your images for the web with the free optimization tool
https://tinyjpg.com/

https://tinypng.com/
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